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Printexknitwear



Printex knitwear is a Company Manufacturing and Exporting Knitted Readymade 

Garments to leading retailers in Europe and othe asian countries. The company 

has a factoriesat Tirpur. The company derives its strength from a strong production 

and quality system developed over the years, supported by a dynamic group of 

experienced, energetic and hardworking merchandisers and quality controllers.  

BRANDS : “ " products are manufactured and marketed under the 

labels of "PRINTEX" to cater to the needs of children, men and women wear . This 

is a symbol of consumer’s confidence, trust & loyalty towards the excellence of the 

brand, thus making it a brand earning many laurels from its valued consumers.We 

being trend setters in the kids wear segment, we create products in line with the 

latest international fashion trends, providing the fashion conscious kids stylish 

clothing and coordinated accessories with ever changing styles & products.

 VISION : To create an international market presence & expand our market share 

exponentially to embrace diversity and to cultivate strength, pride and passion as 

we grow.

 MISSION : "Change is the only constant" We believe in providing innovation in 

fashion, designs and ideas coupled, with superior quality products to remain as 

market leaders and trendsetters in the garments

 TECHNOLOGIES : “ " products are manufactured using the latest 

machinery installed in clean and airy units. Use of specialized machinery and 

stage-wise inspection ensures uniformity in manufacture of high quality products. 

This is done at specialized manufacturing units using the world’s best garments 

manufacturing machines.

The manufacturing process is monitored using an on-line, collaborative package 

developed in-house to cater to the specific needs of the garments industry. This 

package gives a bird's eye view as well as the intricate details of each stage of 

manufacture. These enables us to formulate production plans and provides means 

of implementing and monitoring production, dispatch, etc. and provide timely alerts 

enabling us to take corrective actions as and when required.

 PRODUCTS : “ ” commitment to quality & creativity is evident 

through its products & designs. At our research, design & manufacturing facilities, 

everything is geared to user friendliness & reliability, from what we produce to how 

we go about producing it. The same exacting standard is applied to quality control. 

PRINTEXINDIA range of clothing comprises of trendy designer wear trousers, 

denims, Capri’s, shorts, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, etc. This range is complemented by 

a wide variety.
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Cardigan Pyjamma Pant

Dress Ruggers

Hoodie Singlets

Long Sleeve Tees Sweats

Pant Tanks

Polos Tees
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